


Women’s Health
133k Monthly 

Vogue.co.uk 
33m Monthly Users 

Metro  
866k Weekly  

SHAMPURE



Stella 
284k Weekly 

Independent.co.uk 
117m Monthly Users 

Independent.co.uk 
117m Monthly Users 

CHERRY ALMOND



Fabulous 
1.2m Weekly 

Glamour.co.uk 
2.4m Monthly Users

DailyMail.co.uk 
188m Monthly Users

Daily Express
321k Weekly 

SPEED OF LIGHT



What we did: How to with SOL with Antoinette
What we found: Over 2.5k views!

What we did: Leveraging retail events
What we found: Sell out event!

What we did: Gift guides with head office experts
What we found: Paddle brush set SOLD OUT on 
.co.uk

What we did: Guided tour with Michael Lendon 
What we found: @AvedaUK most VIEWED 
Instagram story to date!

Social storytelling through @AvedaUK Instagram

You can still check out the stories on the highlight button



A beauty industry guru, Caroline 
Hirons is a facialist turned blogger, 
who is trained in over 100 brands and 
reviews the latest skincare products. 
FUN FACT – one of her first jobs was 
on counter with Aveda!

CAROLINE HIRONS
@CarolineHirons

Ex beauty director Alex Steinherr has 
cultivated a heavy following for her 

incredible skincare routines using 
luxury brands. She recently launched 

a sell-out skincare collection with a 
high street retailer.

FUN FACT – she was lucky enough to 
meet Aveda’s founder Horst 

Rechelbacher.

Beauty and lifestyle director of Vogue, Jess 
Diner is the one to follow for all new 
beauty launches and events. Having spent 
the majority of her career at the title 
means she is extremely knowledgeable in 
all things beauty. She currently juggles her 
full time position working on the print and 
online editions of Vogue as well as being a 
mother to a two year old boy. 
FUN FACT – she adores Shampure and 
uses it on all her family!

ALEX STEINHERR
@AlexSteinherr

JESS DINER
@JessicaDiner



A sharper focus on the contribution the beauty industry is

making to the world’s pollution crisis has caused many more
brands to re-think all their excessive packaging. Aveda are
called out as a brand that hasn’t just started doing this
however more recently conceived brands such as natural
deodorant brand, Myro are highlighted as well as more well
known brands like Hourglass and relatively new household
favourite brand Method.

Refillable Packaging 

Witch Hazel Is Back!
Pinterest users have been searching for
this age old remedy in increasing
amounts – +305% to be precise. Despite
having lots of antioxidants and tannins
which can reduce pore size however it
does have a drying and damaging effect
with long term usage due to it’s alcohol
content.

Although last year saw an
increase in the popularity of
fake eyelashes and eyelash
extensions, this year seems to
be moving towards the natural
remedy side of things that also
happen to be less costly.
Naturally occurring castor oil,
grape seed and aloe vera are
all set to increase in popularity
throughout 2019.

Natural Lashes

In line with the movement towards sustainability not
only in the form of refillable packaging, our entire
routines will become more streamlined. Whilst last
year brought 10-step routines from Korea, this year
sees ‘Skip-care’ which is the new trend from the east.
Think quality over quantity as the products you do
keep should be harder working with effective
ingredients such as green tea and vitamin E. This trend
is also age-less and genderless, a key move for all
demographics.

Streamlined Regimes



The hair equivalent to K-Beauty’s glass skin, 
‘Glass Hair’ is a razor sharp cut, usually in a 
bob with incredible shine – created with a 
clarifying shampoo, heat protector, and a 
smoothing post-styling product to smooth 
cuticles down. 

Cutting Edge 

The big bouncy blow dry is back in with a 
multitude of brands bringing out styling 
products to ensure all day and night 
volume

Big Bounce

Blonde Ambition 
Last year 42% of women who coloured 
their hair went blonde and this isn’t set 
to change. Women with blonde hair 
however are sick of brassy tones, often 
caused by minerals and metals in water 
– queue blue malva!

Afro hair is finally having it’s time, with this 
once marginalised hair type set to become the 
most influential. The US market for black hair is 
estimated to reach approx. $2.5 billion this year 
alone! Niche brands to keep an eye out for 
include Vernon Francois, who has his own range 

after  being a hair stylist to the stars. 

Curls Curls Curls



Growing Out 
Natural Greys

Baby Bangs

Witch Hazel In 
Skincare

Lilac Hair 

Formulation 
Transparency 
From Brands

Skincare 
Ampoules & 
Capsules

Diversity & 
Inclusion In 
Campaigns 

Pantone Hair 
Hues

Headbands

Non-Inclusive 
Foundation 
Shades

Excessive 
Packaging 

10-Step 
Skincare 
Routines

Non Bio-
degradable 
Glitter

Sheet 
Masks 



‘RESOLUTIONS 

WORTH KEEPING’
MEDIA & CONTENT ACTIVATION

Aveda Lifestyle Salon & Spa, Covent Garden

This February, we invited a targeted group of local media, print titles and influencers  
to the Aveda Lifestyle Salon and Spa to experience a NEW Shampure Aroma Blow Dry 
and Scalp Analysis. Guests were encouraged to make their ‘Resolutions Worth Keeping’ 
as multiple touch points and were sent their prescription along with hand picked 
products after the event. 

Elle McNamara

@BambiDoesBeauty

Instagram Followers: 23k

Danielle Peazer

@DaniellePeazer

Instagram Followers: 1.2M

Alessandra Steinherr

@AlexSteinherr

Instagram Followers: 185k

Total reach of 

attendees 
LSS Re-launch IG 

stories views (highest 

views to date on 

@AvedaUK)

Event social reach 

(to date)  

Increase for 

accounts reached 

over 3 day activity 

vs previous 3 days



After the success of 

personalisation events at Liberty, 
we have partnered with Irish based 
illustrator Conor Merriman to offer 
the Paddle Brush Personalisation 
service at Brown Thomas in Dublin 
in time for Mothers Day. A range of 
Irish influencers and press are 
being sent the brushes pre-event 
to drum up some buzz – keep an 
eye out for more information at 
@OfficialBrownThomas
@BTBeautyLounge and 
@AvedaUK.

Next week, in line with our new 

Invati Advanced campaign, we will 
be hosting a panel style event with 
mother social network Mothers 
Meeting revolving around post-
partum hair-loss. Pannelists
include mum influencer Susie 
Verill and Mothers Meeting 
founder Jenny and the event will 
be attended by 50 of the MM 
community – keep an eye out for 
an overview in following weeks!

x


